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(PART I)

BEHEMOTH AND LEVIATHAN:

FIGURATIVE OR LITERAL?
(Part 1)

Dave Miller, Ph.D.

Article In Brief...
Most Bible commentators contend that Behemoth and
Leviathan, depicted in the book of Job, were either the hippopotamus and crocodile, or they are merely poetic, mythological devices that God used to make His point to Job. However,
the contextual and linguistic data demonstrate that these
two creatures were actual, historical, dinosaur-like animals.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: This article is the
first installment in a two-part series.
Part II will appear in the June issue
of R&R.]

T

HE book of Job is certainly a fas-

cinating book in the canon of

Scripture. Though most of the
book is written in standard Hebrew

metrical verse, it clearly relates actual,
historical events in the life of the patriarch Job.1 A fter a lengthy exchange
with his three “friends,” and then
the shadowy figure Elihu regarding
the reason(s) for Job’s suffering, God
finally breaks the silence and speaks
directly to Job. Why? Why did God
address Job directly in chapters 38-41?
In the midst of his extreme suffering,
Job needed an attitude adjustment. He
said some things that cast God in a
questionable light. So, he needed to
have his knowledge challenged and
be reminded of his finite humanity.
He needed to be reminded to Whom
the Universe belongs. He needed to
be humbled to the extent that he
no longer required an explanation
or expected God to give account of

Himself. After all, God is God, and we

are mere humans who deserve nothing from Him (except an eternal hell
which we have earned by our own
behavior—Romans 6:23). Indeed, so
far is He above our ability to grasp
much of reality that we could not
understand most of His explanations
anyway (cf. Isaiah 55:8-9).
The central point of the book of
Job concerns the fact that no matter
what we face in this life, no matter
how intense our suffering and hardship may become, when we genuinely
shift our attention to who God is, we
are enabled to cope with our suffering
and successfully negotiate and survive
the onslaughts of life.2 It is against this
backdrop and context that God brings
to Job’s attention two incredible creatures: Behemoth and Leviathan. Are
Behemoth and Leviathan “poetic
hyperbole”? Or were they actual
dinosaur-like animals that are likely3
now extinct?
Most commentators seemingly
refuse to consider the possibility that
Behemoth and Leviathan are extinct,
dinosaur-like creatures. Most think
R&

the hippo and crocodile are being
described.4 Many of the English translations reflect this bias. For example,
the NIV footnote for “behemoth”
reads: “Possibly the hippopotamus
or the elephant,” and for “leviathan”
it has: “Possibly the crocodile.”5 For
“behemoth” the ASV has: “That is,
the hippopotamus,” and for “leviathan” it has “That is, the crocodile.”6
In stark contrast, the ESV handles
the matter more in keeping with
translation rather than interpretation and personal conjecture, where
“behemoth” is “A large animal, exact
identity unknown” and for “leviathan”
“A large sea animal, exact identity
unknown.”7
Have the crocodile and the hippopotamus been recognized in antiquity
as the ferocious, formidable creatures
like those depicted in the book of Job?
The historical fact is that humans have
hunted, subdued, and killed hippos,
elephants, and crocodiles for millennia. An Egyptian painted relief from
the tomb of Ti and Ptah-Hotep in
Saqqara (5th Dynasty) depicts the
ship’s crew harpooning hippopotami.8
Similarly, in Egyptian life the crocodile was easily subdued. Egyptian pharaoh Amenemhat I makes this boast
of his hunting prowess: “I hunted the
lion and brought back the crocodile (a
prisoner).”9 Crocodile hunting on the
Nile has been a longstanding activity,
as has elephant and rhino hunting.10
Rather than trying to identify these
two creatures with existing animals,
others suggest that the creatures are
purely fictitious, mythological creatures which function as poetic vehicles
for God to make His point. They must
assume, therefore, that the language is
figurative and, hence, use expressions
like “poetic hyperbole,” “mythopoeic
language,” “hyperbolic intensity,” and
“mythological heightening.”11 Consequently, they are forced to deny that
the language refers to literal animals.
However, observe that poetic language
can be used to describe literal animals.
If hyperbole is used, some aspect of
reality must underlie the exaggeration.
There must be a literal characteristic
to exaggerate. An analysis of the context helps to dispel the confusion.

CONTEXT: GOD’S ARGUMENT

FIGURE 1

C

onsider the contextual flow of
the book of Job that elicits the
allusions to Behemoth and Leviathan
reflected in the following outline:
1-2
3-31
32-37
38-41
42

Job’s disasters
Job’s dialogues with his
three friends
Elihu’s speeches
God’s speeches
Job’s deliverance

The allusions to Behemoth and
Leviathan occur among the speeches
delivered by God to Job. The line of
reasoning that God uses is surely decipherable to us. Job had been whining
that life is not fair because of the pain
and suffering he was enduring (e.g.,
7:12-21). He intimated rather firmly
that God needed to give account of
His handling of the situation (e.g.,
10:2). God proceeded to pummel Job
with four chapters of rhetorical questions designed to remind Job that he
is not in a position to question Deity,
nor is God under any moral, legal, or
ethical obligation to give account of
Himself to Job. The central points
with which God presses Job are that
he does not understand nor can he
control the created order, i.e., his
knowledge and power.
God’s initial response to Job (38:138) is to spotlight 20 features of the
inanimate realm (delineated in Figure
1). Question: Even though the entire
section is poetic, are these 20 phenomena real? Indeed, they are. Hence, the
presence or absence of figurative language and poetry is not what determines the literalness of the subject
matter. Consider, for example, God’s
remarks concerning ice and surface
freezing: “The waters harden like
stone, and the surface of the deep is
frozen” (vs. 30). “Waters” is literal
H2O. “Harden” is also literal. “Stone,”
however, is figurative (simile) and even
carries a flag term to help identify it as
such: “like.” When water freezes, does
it transform into literal stone? No, but
its hardened condition is like or reminiscent of stone. “Surface,” “deep,” and
“frozen” are all equally literal. In like

fashion, all 20 of the features of the
inanimate realm to which God alludes
are literal phenomena that literally
exist on planet Earth. Their description, though expressed in figurative,
poetic language, does not obscure the
certainty of their literalness.
Next, God directs attention from
the inanimate to the animal realm
(38:39-41:34), initially parading
before Job nine animals (see Figure
2 on p. 53). He alludes to a variety
of attributes that characterize these
animals, including their food sources,

birthing cycles, undomesticated temperament, seeming treatment of their
young, suitability for use in human
warfare, flying ability and visual
acuity, etc. These are the very char
acteristics that one would expect
to be highlighted when alluding
to each particular species being
discussed. Question: Were/are all
nine of these creatures real animals?
Do/did they actually exist? Can we
sort out the difference between the
literal and figurative language used
to characterize them? Most certainly.
Consider these questions:
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• Do lions figuratively or literally
hunt prey and satisfy the appetite
of their young?
• Do they figuratively or literally
crouch in their dens and lie in wait?
• Do young ravens figuratively or
literally wander about for food?
• Do wild mountain goats figura
tively or literally bear young after
a literal number of months?
• Do their young figuratively or
literally grow strong on grain and
depart not to return?
• Do wild donkeys figuratively or
literally dwell in the wilderness
and seemingly scorn civilization?
• Do they figuratively or literally
roam the mountains and search for
literal green things to eat?
• Was the Aurochs figuratively or
literally unable to be harnessed for
plowing?
• Do ostriches figuratively or liter
ally wave their plumes as part of
mating rituals?
• Do ostriches figuratively or lit
erally leave their nest of eggs
unattended?
• Do ostriches have sufficient speed
to figuratively or literally outrun
a horse?
• Do war horses figuratively or lit
erally have manes, snort majestically, paw, and leap? [Note that
“leap like the locust” is a figurative expression—but the leaping
is literal.]
• Do they figuratively or literally
face the weapons of warfare undismayed and fearlessly? [Note that
“laughs at fear” is figurative.]
• Do they figuratively or literally
race over the ground with rage?
• Do hawks figuratively or liter
ally soar and stretch their wings
southerly?
• Do eagles figuratively or literally
make their nests on high cliffs?
• Do eagles figuratively or literally
spy their food from afar?
It is self-evident that the reader is fully
capable of differentiating between
literal and figurative language. It is
equally apparent that God referred to
actually existing animals with which
Job was familiar.

FIGURE 2

Summary
After dazzling Job with the wonders of the inanimate world, and
nine creatures of the animal kingdom, but before He presents His
final two incomparable, preeminent
marvels, God paused to draw conclusions lest Job (or we) miss the point:
“Will the faultfinder contend with
the Almighty? Let him who reproves
God answer it” (Job 40:2, NASB). Job
responded: “Behold, I am vile; what
shall I answer You? I lay my hand
over my mouth. Once I have spoken,
but I will not answer; Yes, twice, but
I will proceed no further.” Job was
sufficiently familiar with the natural
phenomena and the identity of the
nine animals that he was impacted
precisely as God intended. God added:
“Would you indeed annul My judgment? Would you condemn Me that
you may be justified?” (vs. 8). Job was
beginning to realize that he had been
out of his league in daring to question
God’s management of the Universe.
His personal suffering, regardless of
its intensity, and even if undeserved,
did not merit the demeanor that he
manifested toward God. To repeat
the point of the narrative: Job lacked
adequate knowledge/comprehension and power to question God’s
knowledge and power to manage Job’s
environment.
R&

BEHEMOTH: THE FIRST
OF GOD'S WAYS
But God was not finished with him.
To bring His line of reasoning to a
grand culmination, God next directs
Job’s attention to detailed descriptions
of two additional creatures—the most
magnificent, matchless spectacles of
the animal kingdom. Question: if
the first nine animals to which God
alluded are real animals, why not
Behemoth and Leviathan? And why
would the identity of these two animals be so obscure or uncertain compared to the others? Look carefully at
Figure 3 on p. 54 to see the way God
crafted and sequentially layered His
argumentation so as to climax in a
superlative pinnacle.
Re-read Job 40:15-24 and answer
the following questions regarding
Behemoth:
• Does Behemoth figuratively or lit
erally eat grass like an ox? [Note
that Behemoth is as literal as an ox,
but Behemoth is not an ox. The
flag word “like” alerts the reader to
the presence of a figure of speech.
The two may be compared in the
behavioral fact that both eat literal
grass.]
• Does he figuratively or literally
have strength in his hips and power
in his stomach muscles?
• Does Behemoth figuratively or
literally move his tail like a tree?

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

[Note, again, that “tail” and “cedar”
are literal, and “like” signals a
figure of speech.]
Does he possess literal bones and
ribs?
Are his bones literally beams of
bronze, and his ribs literally bars
of iron—or are his bones like
beams of bronze and his ribs like
iron?
Do the mountains figuratively or
literally yield food for him?
Do the beasts of the field figura
tively or literally play there?
Does Behemoth figuratively or
literally lie under literal lotus trees
and in literal reeds and marsh?
Do the literal lotus trees figura
tively or literally cover him with
their literal shade, and do the lit
eral willows by the literal brook
literally or figuratively surround
him?
Does the river figuratively or
literally rage without disturbing
him?
Is he figuratively or literally confident in facing the literal gushing
waters of a literal Jordan river?
Does the river figuratively or lit
erally hit him in his eyes? Are his
eyes literal?
Do men figuratively or literally
seek to pierce his nose with a snare?
Is his nose literal?

Read also Job 41:1-10 regarding Leviathan, taking note of the bolded words
below—
• Can you draw out Leviathan with
a hook, or snare his tongue with
a line which you lower?
• Can you put a reed through his
nose, or pierce his jaw with a
hook?
• Will he make many supplications
to you? Will he speak softly to
you?
• Will he make a covenant with
you? Will you take him as a ser
vant forever?
• Will you play with him as with a
bird, or will you leash him for your
maidens?
• Will your companions make a
banquet of him? Will they apportion him among the merchants?
• Can you fill his skin with har
poons, or his head with fishing
spears?
• Indeed, any hope of overcoming
him is in vain; shall one not be
overwhelmed at the sight of him?
• No one is so fierce that he would
dare stir him up.
Observe that every one of the words
in bold in this latter passage have a
literal import except “servant” and
“bird”—and these are flagged in the
text by “as” to signal metaphorical
imagery.

FIGURE 3

BEHEMOTH’S ANATOMY

O

bserve that the point of God’s
argumentation is not served if (1)
Behemoth and Leviathan are imaginary animals or (2) they are actual
animals, but their prominence is exaggerated, overstated, or misrepresented.
The first nine animals that God urged
Job to contemplate were known for
their mysterious, unique, inexplicable,
and independent behaviors—and God
did not embellish those attributes
or convey them with “mythological
heightening” or “hyperbolic intensity.”
Next He directs Job’s mind to His
most powerful, awesome, formidable,
uncontrollable creatures—in keeping
with His desire to impress Job with
his own feeble inability to operate,
manage, understand, explain, or control his surroundings, let alone expect
God to give account of Himself. The
focus is on size and power. When
God ordered Job to “look now at
behemoth, which I made along with
you,” Job would never have derived
from such a forthright statement that
Behemoth is imaginary. Indeed, God
settled the point that if Behemoth is
not real, then Job is not real. If Behemoth is “mythopoeic,” then Job is likewise “mythopoeic.” God made both
of them. Since the Bible teaches that
Job really lived (Ezekiel 14:14; James
5:11), it undeniably follows that Behemoth was as real, literal, and historical
as was Job.
Consider three of Behemoth’s attributes that God chose to highlight: its
stomach muscles, its tail, and its bones.
(1) “See now, his strength is in his hips,
and his power is in his stomach muscles” (40:16). It is true that elephants
and hippopotami have sizable stomach muscles—when compared to other
animals living today. However, their
stomach muscles do not even begin
to compare with the belly muscles of
Diplodocus or Amphicoelias, whose
massive stomachs were larger than an
entire elephant. Seismosaurus, which
means “Earthquake Reptile,” was so
named because it was large enough
that it may actually have shaken the
ground as it walked. Looking upward
(cont. on p. 56)
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at its underside, alone, would have
intimidated humans by its enormity,
causing them to feel helpless and fearful in the face of such ponderous muscular power.12
(2) “He moves his tail like a cedar;
the sinews of his thighs are tightly
knit” (40:17).13 Why did God compare Behemoth’s tail to a cedar tree?
To answer that question we must turn
to the Bible’s definition of a cedar tree.
Were the cedars of the Bible big? They
absolutely were, as numerous verses
demonstrate.14 These passages accentuate the cedar’s superior attributes
of height, strength, stature, and majesty.15 When one examines the farcically tiny tails of the hippo, elephant,
rhino, and mammoth, it is immediately evident that these animals are not
under consideration. However, even a
casual consideration of the tails of the
larger dinosaurs—Apatosaurus, Argyrosaurus, Supersaurus, or Seismosaurus (with its prodigious tail designed
to defend itself against would-be
attackers)—quickly provides ample
proof of the animal being described
by God. Indeed, why would God
call Job’s attention to an appendage
of a hippo?16 If He sought to dazzle
Job with His creation, would He not
spotlight characteristics for which
that animal is particularly distin
guished? The sauropods are known
for their colossal, titanic tails.
(3) “His bones are like beams (tubes—
NASB) of bronze, His ribs like bars
(rods—NASB) of iron” (40:18). This

creature’s skeletal structure was clearly
framed to possess exceptional stability
and strength. Compared to humans,
dinosaurs were gigantic. Whereas a
hippo weighs three to four tons, a
rhinoceros one to two tons, and an
elephant five to seven tons, Argentinosaurus weighed 80-100 tons. Such
size necessarily requires a framework
of sturdy, brawny bones to accommodate such weight and mass. When one
examines the skeletal structure of any
of the larger dinosaurs, one is immediately awed by the massive size of all
its bones. An Apatosaurus femur alone
was as tall as a six-foot man—with a
Titanosaur femur even longer.17
Observe that the attributes selected
by God to highlight the identity of
Behemoth were specifically pinpointed and calculated to accentuate
the unique features of this incredible
creature, eliciting God’s summary
statement of Behemoth: “He is the
first of the ways of God” (40:19). The
underlying Hebrew word translated
“first” refers to size, mass, weight, bulk,
force, or strength.18 God challenged
Job with his inability to tame, subdue,
or control this massive creature (even
as Leviathan is noted for its ferocity).
Look again at the phrase: “Only He
who made him can bring near His
sword” (vs. 19). The implication is
that humans would have great difficulty bringing down this creature.

Reconstructed front foot of Ultrasauros

The reason God directed Job’s attention to Behemoth is obvious: the gargantuan creature was of such stature
and strength that only the Creator
could control it. In order for God’s
argument to make sense or carry any
weight with Job, Behemoth must be
real and of such imposing, even ominous enormity, and of such immense,
powerful proportions that, without
hesitation, Job would acknowledge
his own helpless, measly condition
before God. Neither a hippo nor an
elephant would evoke such an admission. A dinosaur would. Consider the
comparative chart below (Figure 4).19
Behemoth was apparently some type
of dinosaur. In the words of Hebrew
lexicographer Benjamin Davidson,
this wild beast was “some stupendous
quadruped.”20
[to be continued]

FIGURE 4
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besides being linguistically indefensible, faces
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sex organ is, at the very least, quaint, if not ludicrous. See Eric Lyons and Kyle Butt (2008), The
Dinosaur Delusion (Montgomery, AL: Apologetics Press), pp. 123-124; John Hartley (1988),
The Book of Job (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans),
p. 525.
Amber Jamieson (2016), “World’s Biggest
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The Guardian, January 14, https://www.
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(1898), “Dinosaurs,” in The University Geological Survey of Kansas, Paleontology (Topeka, KS:
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unearthed in 1924 during the Captain Marshall
Field Expedition by C. Harold Riggs in the San
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two meters—over six and a half feet long. The
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at the Museo de Law Plata in La Plata, Argentina, is 2.31 meters—over seven and a half feet
long. See Fernando Novas (2009), The Age of
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Indiana University Press), p. 217.
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God,’” Apologetics Press, https://www.apologeticspress.org/APContent.aspx?category=9
&article=2417&topic=59.
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MI: Zondervan, 1970 reprint), p. 68. Also
Hebrew-English Lexicon (no date), (London:
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Does Distant Starlight
Prove an Old Universe?

Jeff Miller, Ph.D.

T

HE Bible indicates that the

Universe is roughly 6,000 to
10,000 years old.1 The speed
of light is 186,282 miles per second.
A light year is the distance light travels in one year—5.88 trillion miles.
If we can see light from stars that
are over 13 billion light years away,
doesn’t that imply that those stars
have to be at least that old in order
for their light to have time to reach
the Earth? Does distant starlight
disprove the Bible?
As with any technique that is used
by old-Universe advocates, the use
of distant starlight to prove an old
Universe relies on a uniformitarianbased assumption. Uniformitarianism is the belief that processes and
rates that are occurring today (in
geology, for instance) have always
occurred in the same manner and
intensity throughout time—the present is the key to understanding the
past. In this case, an assumption
is made that the light from distant
stars has always traveled at the same
rate and in the same manner that we
observe in nature today, and that it
traveled the full distance from star to
Earth naturally. If the biblical model
is true, however, that assumption
would most certainly not be valid.
At least four possible explanations
have been advanced by Creation

scientists in response to the supposed
“starlight travel time dilemma”:
1. Inconstant speed of light: While
modern physics assumes that the
speed of light is a constant, various
scientists have discovered compelling evidence that suggests the speed
of light is not constant under certain circumstances (especially circumstances of the past).2 While the
research on this possibility is too new
to boldly proclaim as the ultimate
answer to the problem, the fact that
legitimate evidence exists to support an inconstant speed of light
is significant. If it could change a
little, who’s to say it couldn’t change
a lot under the right circumstances?
Could light have traveled faster in
the past, allowing distant starlight
to reach us quicker?
2. A n isot ropic Sy nch rony Con
vention: 3 When developing his
famous relativity physics, Einstein
showed that objectively measuring
the speed of light in one direction
is not possible. Calculating the
roundtrip speed of light is possible,
but it is an assumption to say that
light traveled at the same speed the
first half of the trip as it did the second half. Einstein, there-fore, noted
that the one-way speed of light is
actually a convention that can be
chosen at will. Physicists today
merely assume that the speed of light
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is the same in any direction—forward
and backwards (to make things simpler)—but it is an assumption to do
so. According to Einstein’s work, one
could just as easily decide that light
does not travel the same in all directions, as long as the roundtrip average
of the speed of light equals 186,282
miles per second. Thus, according to
the actual evidence, the movement of
the light from a distant star to Earth
could be chosen to be instantaneous
without contradicting the evidence,
as long as it travels at 186,282 miles
per second on the way back to the star.
The implication would be that, when
looking at the light from a distant
star, we are not seeing things from
millions or billions of years ago, but
rather, we are seeing the star and its
behavior at present, in real time.
3. Mature light: It is clear that God
created a miracu lously mature
Universe.4 Adam and Eve were not
zygotes when formed, but individuals who were “old” enough from
the beginning to tend the Garden
(Genesis 2:15), understand God’s
prohibition about eating from the
forbidden tree (Genesis 2:17), carry
out biological classification (Genesis
2:19-20), and even procreate as God
commanded (Genesis 1:28). Trees
were already bearing fruit, since
Adam and Eve needed to eat them
to survive. Similarly, it is possible
that God simply created the stars
with their light already in place from
the beginning so that they could be
used for the purpose God intended
for them—for light and for humans
to use to reckon time (Genesis 1:1416). It is likely that the stars, when
created, would have been created in
different states of growth in order
to (1) teach humans about how the
Universe works (Psalm 111:2; 19:1;
Genesis 15:5; Romans 1:20),5 and
(2) to allow the Universe to function
fully as the machine God intended
it to be, with all of its interworking
parts functioning in sync from the
beginning.

be more farfetched than to suggest
that they were.7

Regardless of the details of how it
was done, Scripture is clear that God
created the stars on the fourth literal
day of Creation week a few thousand
years ago and humans could immediately use their light for the purposes
God intended. Science does not disprove that contention since there are
several reasonable explanations that
could explain how distant starlight
could have been in place on Earth in
literally no time at all.
4. Rapid creative process: In describing the miraculous creation of the
plants on day three of Creation week,
God said, “Let the earth bring forth”
the plants, and “the earth brought
forth” the plants. Some creationists
have suggested that such terminology
might imply the use of a process with
regard to the creation of the plants
(albeit a rapid one), rather than an
immediate creation of the plants—
similar to what a time lapse video
would look like. It is possible that a
similar accelerated process was used
in the creation of the stars, allowing
a rapid “aging” of stars and the movement of their light. 6 It is true that
such a process would require miraculous activity on God’s part, and too
quickly appealing to the possibility of
miraculous activity as an explanation
for unexplained phenomena can lead
to false conclusions, scientific laziness, and a lack of valuable knowledge
about the natural realm and God’s
amazing glory as reflected therein. It
is also true in this case, however, that
the scriptural context not only allows
for such miraculous activity regarding the stars’ creation, but possibly
even implies it. After all, the entirety
of Genesis one is Moses’ description
of the many supernatural creative
acts that God engaged in during the
Creation week. To suggest that the
creation of the stars and their light
was not supernatural would seem to
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The Editor
Spring Clearance Sale!
the truth. On occasion, we select several of our
products, lower their prices even further, and place
them on sale. Spring seems to be the usual time
that many businesses conduct Spring sales. So here
we are!

Apologetics Press is a nonprofit organization that
has as its central purpose to defend the Christian
Faith by providing materials that accomplish that
objective. Consequently, since our inception, we
have priced our materials considerably below normal retail prices. After all, we simply want people
around the world to be informed and armed with

If you have put off purchasing one or more AP
products, now is the time to take advantage of this
sale and acquire the items you have been wanting.
What’s more, this is a perfect opportunity for you
to purchase products that would serve as excellent
gifts to give to others. You might even stock up on
items that you can then give to others throughout
the year. In so doing, not only will you be showing
your love and concern for the recipient, you will
also make them aware of the work of AP and the
resources that are available to assist them in their
own spiritual journey.
The details may be found in the centerspread of
this issue. Please take a moment to peruse the possibilities.
Dave Miller

